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BY SARAH KELLEY
NEWS WRITER

Business info
McDonald Library has acquired web access to UMl's
ABIIINFORM database, which provides indexing and text to
articles from more than 1,300 business and management
publications. Business-related research on topics such as
business conditions and trends, corporate strategies and tac- .
tics, management techniques, and competitive and product
information can be accessed from any networked computeron
. campus. It can be located at http://www.xu.edu/library/
electron.html. If there are any questions about accessing these
databases contact John Stemmer via email at
stemmer@xavier.xu.edu or phone at 745-4822.

Busyn·ess info
The first contemporary issues forum ofl 998 will be held
Monday, Feb. 2 in the Multipurpose Room in Schott Hall from
3-4:45 p.m. Panelists include Lon Kriner, graduate counseling
programs, Sr. Rosie Miller of the theology department, and
Beth Roeseler from health and counseling. They will be
discussing "The Meaning ~f 'Sabbath' in our Culture of Busyness;" Refreshments will be served from 2:45-3 p.m.

Math selllinar
Xavier is hosting the first meeting of the Ohio River Early
Sources in Mathematics Exposition (ORESME) reading group,
Friday evening through Saturday morning, Jan. 30-31. Approximately 12 scholars in the history of mathematics will
attend the seminar, at which a 1903 paper, "A Jordan Curve of
the Positive Area," by the American mathematician William
FoggOsgood will be read.
'
· .·.
· '·

Blood drive
The student and faculty blood drive will take place today
and Thursday, Jan. 22 in the University Center Terrace Room,
from IO a.m.-4 p.m. Call Donna at 745-3638 to schedule an
appointment.
--<:ompiled by Kara Benken

Security Notes
Thursday, Jan. 15, 12:30 a.m.
Five cars were broken into in the North Campus Lot and
the pit. The subjects smashed the passenger and/or drivers'
windows and then removed stereos, CDs and cellular phones.
Thursday, Jan. 15, 5 p.'m.
A former contract cleaning custodian was charged with
breaking and entering after he gained entry into the post office
located in the basement of the University Center. The suspect
stoletwo postal money orders.
Tuesday, Jan. 20, 12:16 p.m.
A male suspect, approximately 30 years old, 6 feet, 2 ·
inches tall, 175 pounds wearing a black trench coat, black
baseball cap and carrying a red bookbag, entered a female
student's bookbag on the first floor of the McDonald Library. and
attempted to remove the contents. The suspect was confronted
by the owner and fled out the main entrance of the library.

Security Note of the Week
Monday, Jan. 19, 9:30 a.m.
A student in the Village reported someone stole bras
(pink, black and white) and female underwear from the
Village laundry room. The stolen merchandise was estimated to have been worth around $150.
--<:ompiled by Amy Zywicki

Beginning with the 1997 fall
.semester, seven students. from Toledo, Ohio were given the opportunity to begin their college careers as
freshmen at Xavier. This opportunity was given to them through the
newJy formed Pacesetter Program.
The Pacesetter Program was
established by Xavier graduate
Charlie Gallagher. . The program
enables African American students
to attend Xavier without paying any
tuition, room or board.
These students are initially
Future Pacesetter (right) holding a Xavier shirt on her birthcfay
chosen as Pacesetters from St. Marwith her mother.
tin de Poores grade school, where
Gallagher was also a student. The
All seven of this year's
The currentXavier Pacesetters
same· students go on to Central Pacesetters are still at Xavier, with a · have worked on projects thioughout
Catholic High School, where collective GPA of 2.8. Pacesetter the year as a group. Over the holiGallagherprovidesforupto70per- Chinina Lyle, a marketing major, day season, they participated in the
earned a GPA of 3,8.
cent of their tuition.
Adopt-A-Family program. This past
Gallagher.further finances the
"The Pacesetter Pro gram . weekend, they hosted the incoming
education of those Pacesetters who takes worries away from the finan- Pacesetters who will be attending
complete the academic requirements cialaspect and allows the student to Xavier in the fall.
at Central Catholic and choose· to· focus on theirstudies. Not having to
Throughout the weekend oriattend Xavier. He. makes up the stres~ out over money makes .me entation, the future Xavier
difference between the student's fl- work even harder at school," said Pacesetters were given a campus.
nancial aid package and the annual · Lyle.
tour and attended several workshops
cost of tuition, room and board, and .
Lyle also found it beneficial where they were given the opportubooks, which adds up to approxi~ to be a Pacesetter b.ecause of the nity to ask questions about Xavier.
mately $18,000 per year.
one-on-one attention she receives The students ended their orientation
·
Gallagher has made a la-year from her advisors, Lori Wright and experience by· attending Xavier's ·
financial commitment to the Charles Fields. Both Wright and men's basketball game against Vir- ·
. Pacesetterprogram,inwhichhewill Fields get to know each of the ginia Tech on Saturday.
continue to provide educational Pacesetters. on a personal level and
opportunities for students free of are always· available if they need
chi1fge.
any help or have any questions.
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Away Retreat for incoming fresh~ the other is a personal spiritual
men drew 112 students last Septem- growth which ·often is an acceptance
BY KARA BENKEN
of themselves and a connectfon to
ber.
.
The retreats allow students to . God in ways they didn't feel before
NEWS EDITOR
pray, to discover or rediscover a the retreat," said Sheibley.
A renewed interest in retreats relationship with God, and offer a
Campus Ministry's immedioffered at Xavier has prompted long chance to get to know other students ate goal with retreats is to try to meet
lines outside the Campus Ministry around them.
· the needs of students in terms of
office on Herald Avenue and waitFreshman' Dan Morris at- what interests them.
"Certainly each retreat is a
ing lists of an even longer length. tended the Get-Away Retreat fast
Spots on the Approach, EnKounter fall. "It was a better way for me to unique experience. Even if the same
and Get-Away retreats fill up more get to know people as a freshman," schedules are used, the teams who
quic~ly now than ever before.
he.said:
lead them are different, which pre. Tom Sheibley, the retreat coMorris, who also attended · sents a continually new. and interordinator of Campus Ministry, be- Kairos during the fall semester, be- esting weekend," said Sheibley.
lieves one reason for continually Iievesstudentsareattendingretreats
Due to long waiting lists for
· increasing interest is that students to experience "something more."
retreats and continual interest in
have participated inretreats before.
"Kairos gave me more per- them, the number of retreats is once
coming to Xavier.
. spective on my life, and helped me again expanding. For the 1998-99
"Alotmorestudentshadposi- learn that faith can be more at each school year, there will be three Aptive experiences while on high stage in your life. People need to g_o proach ·retreats, .which increased
school retreats. Particularly those on retreats to relax, reflect and to from two this year, and only one the
students who went to Catholic high gain a new perspec_tive on things," previous year.
schools have a very positive asso- said Morris.
Although people have already
ciationwithretreatsandlooktocon"There has been a type ofre- registered for the next Approach
tinue that experience while in c.ol- treat craze here lately, and I think retreat in February, anyone interlege," said Sheibley.
Tonideseryessomekindo(anaward ested in a retreat this year may reg- .
·"As a result, more students for it," said junior Katie McGinnis,. isterforaReflectiveretreatinApril.
are conveying their positive retreat who is actively involved with the Thisretreatwillemphasizepefsonal
experiences to others by word of retreat program. "It is an amazing silentreflectionanddiscussingyour ·
mouth," Sheibley said.
thing to watch a group of people personal relationship with God and
The EnKounter Retreat, for whoareacquaintancesatmostcome your own prayer lifewith·an older
·example, has grown· in popularity together. and step back from this . person acting as a spiritual companconsiderably since its inception three craziness we call life to appreciate ion.
·Seniors who are interested in
.years ago. EnKounter was started to its goodpess," she said.
build on the experiences of the Ap· Sheibley says retreats are a weekend away may also attend the
proach Retreat, formerly known as needed on campus for students. Senior retreat, which is on the Fri· Kairos. ·Seventeen students attended "After aretreatexperience, students . day after final exams, before Senior
the first En Kounter Retreat, but 57 are gratefui for two things: ·one is ·Week.
students participated. in the most the sense ofcoinmunity they experecent one, which took place last rience, a feeling larger than theni-Bonnie Bastion contributed
to this story
weekend. The newly formed Get- selves and their immediate friends;
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OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS

-STAFF

EDITORIAL-

Vital sevens

S

percentage up to 16.3 by the

Pope John Paul II, age 77,

two things: either we can cherish

arrives in Cuba today for a

our aging parents and grandpar-

eventy-seven is a big .
number for two of this

year 2020.

week's news makers.

Now, we c:;an do one of

meeting watched by the whole

ents for their many positive

world. In addition, NASA just

contributions and their wisdom,

announced that Sen. John Glenn

or we can relegate them to the

will return to outer space this

margins, thereby devaluing

October at .the ripe old age of

them. Euthanasia is one

77.

consequence of the latter choice.·
These two men demon-

Thinking their lives too painful

strate the vitality

and without merit,

of the elderly-

either we the

the pope's mind is

outsiders or they

as sharp as ever·

themselves no

and the senator's body is as fit

longer perceive the importance

as it's ever been. Both dispel

of their lives.

the common images of old

As our nation ages, may

people: that they are slow, past ·

these two rugged individuals

their prime, and ~·out of touch."

point to the many positive

Clearly, these two heroes show

contributions our elderly can

· that age does not disqualify one

make-both in words and

from relevancy or rob one of the

actions. May the image of the

ability to make a difference.
Right now, about 12.7.

Holy Father and our favorite
astronaut replace the well-~orn

percent of the U.S. population is

and inadequate images of the

65 and older. In less than 15

millions of retired people.

years, the baby boomers will
begin to retire, pushing that

-C.A.E.
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COLUMN-

A pope and a dictator
Today Pope John Paul llarriv.esin C~stro's Cuba,
bringing thepromise·offaith ·and food to a land
that desperately needs both·
analyses, on this historic occasion: · years, Cuba's government changed
OP-ED EDITOR
The Embargo: The United· its ·official stance from atheist to
States imposes an economic em- secular. Many religious freedoms
This week the eyes of the bargo on Cuba as a way to hope- are still lacking, however-a subworld are fixed on Cuba. Some fully topple the regime. The em- ject the Holy Father will be sure to
3,000 journalists, drawn to the event bargo has been in effect since 1959 address. Cubans, as with their counlike a horde of ants to a picnic, with no avaiL The pope will prob- terparts int.he former Soviet Union,
gather to witness the historic meet- · ably criticize the embargo as he are experiencing a reviyaljn reliing of two titans;
does all embargoes, because they gion, with people clarnoring to foarn
The titans· are not so much target the people and not the dicta- more about God and faith. Hutitans in themselves-Pope John tor. The criticism might be enough mans, it seems, are naturally faithPaul II and Fidel Castro are titans in to get .the U.S. to reconsider its oriented.
not who they are but what they policy. John· Paul II, then, offers
JP2: The current "Vicar of
represent. Pope iohn Paul II is by Cubans what they need most: the Christ" or "Servant of the Servants
far the bigger titan, representing promise of faith and food.
of God"-Pope John Paul II-exChrist and Christ's Church as he
Faith: Since the revolution hibits tremendous strength and
bears witness to the timeless Gos- in 1959, Castro's regime has been moral vision. The po_ntiff, now 77,
pel message. Castro is a much · officially atheist, meaning that reli- has visited 114 countries in over 80
sinaller titan of much more recent gion in all forms was stamped out: different trips since he became pope
roots. He represents that insidious church schools were closed, athe- in 1978. His energy in the spread of
view of hum.an nature that religion
ism preach.ed, and religious· sub- the Gospel is unrelenting and his
is a mere drug and dod a social
jects banned from the public influence on the world stage prodisease. ·Marxism, then, is
forum. In recent
found. Whether it be in Cairo or a
. the only cure for society's
communist country, "the pope
' ills. With the death of the
wields much political and spiriSoviet empire, Castro is ..
. .. tual influence.
one of the last icons of .
· · '· Castro: Fidel Castro is
this pessimistic world-·
. gambling that the pope will
view ..
help his cause by denouncing
The pope is no
the United States embargo on
defenderofunfettered .
Cuba while not · criticizing the
capitalism either, :
\ regime's many, flagrant human ·
mind you, but he is an ·
. rights violations. It's time for a
unrelenting advocate of
cliche. How about this one: "You
human rights-the kind
can't have your cake and eat it,
of rights that Castro's
too."
Marxist regime has trampled
Human rights: The people
over time and time again.
of Cuba are lucky: When the pope
So, as these two titans .
goes to bat for you, you know you're
meet-a big titan and a not~so
in good shape. . What a gift the
big titan-the world can only .
papacy is not only to Cathoguess as to what might happen.
. , lies, but to the whole
I offer the following obworld.
servations, culled
re-

BY CHAD ENGELLAND

- . GUEST

COLUMNS-

Forging a better world
Two students sharethezr experiences as service interns

·VVitnesSing paill: provides realization
violence acquainted me with a face

BY MARJY GIVENS

.

·.GUEST COLUMNIST
She sits in the room, tears
streaming down her bruised and
swollen face, stripped of her innocence only hours.before. All order
and the World she had once known
are now in total chaos. She. has
regressedinto-th~ fetal position as
hei: body tries to cope with the emotional iurbulence that is destroying
her state of being. She was raped
and beaten by a total stranger in an
. act of violen'ce and rage.
. As she painfully recalls the
events of the evening, Isit with her
and listen, hoping that I may be able
to help her purge the shock, the
vulnerability' and the violence from
her. bruised and batte~ed body.
Her perpetrator has been ar-· ·
rested and within 24 hours
at the arraignment, she/'
must be ready to stand in{
front of the court to press::
charges. I explain to hed·
t~e importance ·Of her:·
. ..
presence at this hearing and
to comfort and support her, encouraging her to find emotional strength
and confidence within herself.
,
,
l_n~icie11ts ,sµch f1S ~hes.,e paint
11
a different color for.the women of
this world and their perpetual, historical struggle in an oppressive society. Last summer my eyes were .
opened to a reality' that l had never

try

.

I sit with.her and listen,
hoping thai1 niay be able
to help herpurge the
. shock, the vulnerability,
· and the vi.olence from her
bruised and battered
body.
fathomed. I was awakened to a world
of social injustices and a society of
stereotypes and generalizations. I
was given the opportunity to par.ticipate in the United Way Summer
Servicelnter11ship and was placed
at Women Helping Women, an organization that provides immediate
crisis intervention for .women
who are victims of domestic violence and rape.
It was one of the
most trying, yet reward. ing experiences to which
\\'.Ords cannot bring justice. My internship at
Women Helping Women
shocked md with the realization that
societal "norms'' accept outrageous
discrimination.· Women· are port~aye.das S.Yb!Tiiss.i ve, apd do1Tiinated
in movies· and television, and. objectifiecl ·in porno films and erotic
posters.
Working as an immediate crisis interventionist for victims of

~f social injustice that I had never

even glimpsed. It was an opportunity to grow and learn without the
text books, and at the same time,
offer what I could to those iri need.
What is the difference between ignorance and apathy? For
those who memorize, regurgitate,
.and vegetate, the answer would be
"Wedon'tknow and wedon'tcare."
It is time for us, as sti.idepts, to grow
up. If we letthe colorofour skin, the
gender we express, or the ways of
the world limit us, we can never
challenge such social injustices. We
must continually broaden our outlook on what it means to be a community.
The experiences of the
women whom I encountered
through my internshipforced me to
question my perceptions of reality,
which all too often had succumbed
to stereotypes and generalizations.
Incorporating service-learning into
our lives gives us a three-dimensional view of the world we read
about.
Every one of us at Xavier·
University has been blessed with
the opportunity to better ourselves:
through education and experience. •
The obligation that comes with education, however, is that we have a
huge moral responsibility to make
not a dollar; but a difference in our ·
lives and the lives of our neighbors.

Program .changes life's course, plans
BY B. V AN'WASSENHOVE
GUEST COLUMNIST

"Hi. My name is Beth and I
am the granddaughter. of an alcoholic:"
I am sitting around a camp.fire with 30 women and six children
at. a campground in Kentucky. The
warmth Of the fire penetrates the
· cool evening, and the light illuminates the many fac.es that surround
.me.
This is an open AA meeting,
and each person, including the children, shares what they are grateful
for~ I am grateful for the opportunity to work at First Step Home, a
residential treatment facility for
homeless/low income chemically
dependent womeri and children.
What in the world ./
amigettingmyselfinto?//
That was a commonf
question from many!
people. They couldn' ff
believe that I am an edu-:
cation major doing social work~ ·" · ·
had no clue why I was there, but as
the summer wore on, I learned. I
learnedsomuchaboutlifeandabout
myself from the women..
There were days that I would·
.cry the whole way home because of

·"I mm: j mmrnnm ·

· working through the women, and
. not th_e womeri working the disease.
I have a better grasp on recovery,
I had no clue why I was
and with my refationship with my
there, but as the summer
grandfather.
wore on, 1 learned. I
· Ineverexpected any of this to
happen. I knew that my life had
learned so-much
· about life and about
taken this unexpected 'turn, so I let
myself be open to every experimyselffrom the women.
ence. I will never forget the camping trip, the hugs from the women,
or the trust they had in me.
a story I had read about, or heard in
Also amazing was the comperson, and there were days that the munity ofinterns with whomllived.
energy and spirit of the women were We laughed together, we sang toinspiring.
gether,: we reflected together, we
· ; I-worked all over.the agency, ate together, we cried together, we
fromhelping out with data entry, to played together, we foughttogether,
case management; to facilitation and we grew together. Each person
groups, and working with children · . was different, and shared different
of the women. The knowl- things with our "community." The
.. edge, growth, and insight experience would not have been the
were. amazing.
same for me if one of those indiI struggled with victuals had not been there.
many of my prior beliefs
Thisexperienceishardtosum
about alcoholism and up, because it affected me on so
homelessness, as well as many levels of my life. I am now
the true meaning of recov- working at First Step Home, doing ·
ery. I had a set of prejudices· two groups with the children. As a.
. going into the experience, due to result of this experience, I plan on
personal experience with alcohol- going back to school to purse a
ism in my family .. All of those licensed social workercertificate. I
beliefs were challenged after each . wilJ stilJ continue teaching, but this
·· interaction with a client.
experience opened doors . for me
I began to see the. disease that I had no clue existed.
J
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T11e final frontier
.Winning the fight against racism
can· set our generation apart·
a new state of society. We have
the opportunity to be the generaEDITOR-IN-CHIEF·
tion that transforms this country's
John Glenn was a pioneer concern about racism into a tri36 years ago when he became the umph over it.
During this week when we
first American to orbit our planet
in space. He, along with Neil are celebrating the man who
Armstrong, are the only two re- . brought civil rights issues to the
maining living pioneers of space. forefront of our society, most of
Their heroic deeds have en- us merely enjoy the extra day off
trenched them among Ferdinand and don't think about the issues
Magellan, Christ()pherColumbus, that Martin Luther King Day preand Col. Perry as true pioneers sented. Though segregation has
who have defied the odds and truly been dealt with, there is no doubt
gone places no one ever thought that there is still a heavy amount
of racism in our society.
possible.
Eliminating racism is next
Now, at the age of 77, the
U.S. Senator from Ohio, is ready to impossible. As humans, .we
to make another voyage in the will always have the. bad habit of
stereotyping. A breakthrough,
space shuttle .
Truly, this will be a remark- however, can be made on the colable accomplishment. Most lective mindset ofour society. As
Xavier students' parents remem- a society, starting with our genber watching the launches and eration and what we teach our
landings. unfold on television and offspring, we can make our imgrowing up idolizing these coura- pact.
All ittakes is common sense.
geous men.
When
a child asks about a differUnlike members of our
ence
in
color, instead of saying he/
parents' generation, we haven't
she
is
a
different color, we can say
had such good luck. In our lifethat
person
is a different kind of
time, we really haven't had any of
With that simple
these icons of all the bravery that beautiful.'
change in the collective mindset
existed in.our parents' time.
Sure, we have boldly forged in our society, eventually things
into cyberspace, and things like . Jikeaffirmativeaction and racially .
sports statistics, chat rooms, .and biased standardized tests become
. Pamela Anderson Lee pornogra- · things of the past. ·
phy· are 'accessible with merely
These are the beliefs that we
basic typing skills. While this is can teach our children, and though
certainly an achievement, 30 years these changes won't be revealed
from now, high school history to us in our lifetime, we will have
teachers will not require students discovered something truly reto memorize the exact date of the markable: a way to celebrate our
diversity, instead of stereotyping
creation of the Internet.
Really, unless someone dis- the different factions of it.
covers a safe way to _bore into the
Our generation and the one
earth and travel to the core or . after it will beforced to deal with
wants to sperid a year traveling to · issues that will seriously affect the
Mars, there aren't any places to continuation of human existence.
It would be a worthwhile stamp on
discover.
. What will our generation our generation's legacy if we could
find or discover to secure its place be the ones who start bringing the
in the history books? While we diversity of our country together
may not be able to discover a new instead of allowing it to exist in
world, we may be able to discover racial division .

BY .TOM DECORTE
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SPORTS
Casey, Feichtner. win
The Xavier m~n' s' and women's swim teams were at Cleveland
State on Saturday to compete with teams froin Eastern Michigan,
Niagara and Cleveland State.
The men's squad found top finishes to be elusive, and finished
tied for third in the meet with 17 points. Eastern Michigan ran away
with the men's competition by tallying a score of 116:
Senior Dan Casey recorded the best individual showing for
Xavier. His day included a first place finish in the 200 meter back
stroke, and second place in the 200 meter individual medley competition.
.
Eastern Michigan also took home the women's title with a score
of 106. The Muskies were once again third with a score of 59.
The women were led by sophomore Jan Feichtner, who won the
1000 meter free style event with a time a time of 10.52. Sophomore
Alyssa Robbins also highlighted Xavier's efforts, finishing second in
the 200 free style event. Feichtner and Robbins took second and third
· place respectively in the 500 meter free style competition.
Both Xavier squads will look to improve on their efforts next on
Jan. 24 against Duquesne in Pittsburgh.

Rifle riddles Bearcats

·The Xavier rifle team was victorious over the rival Cincinnati
Bearcats in the literal crosstown shootout last Saturday. Xavier
defeated UC with a team score of 2291 to the 'Cats' 1983.
The Musketeers were led by Karen Juziuk, who shot an
outstanding match-high of 583, which allowed Xavier to run away
with the 60 shot course of fire competition.
The Xavier squad got a big lift from Ted Rozman, who returned
to the ~tarting lineup after a broken wrist, and shot a personal best
score of 575, good for second place.
Shari Jedinak also added to the team's effort with a score of
569.
Kevin Gruber led UC with a score of 535.
The rifle team continues its ·season at Kentucky in a Jan. 24
. matchup.

Alums.play for charity
Xavier notched another victory over Cincinnati on Monday, as
the Xavier alumni team triumphed over their UC counterparts in a
charity basketball game for Easter Seals, 115-110.
Xavier was led by the school's all-time leading scorer, Byron
Larkin, who poured in 22. Stan Kimbrough and Walt McBride added
19 apiece for XU, and Jeff Massey scored 16.
Keith Starks led UC with a game-high 30. Joe Stiffend added
19 for the Bearcats, and Ad Jackson tossed in 16.

Xavier·leading the A-JO West
BY MATT BARBER
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Musketeers vaulted
themselves into sole possession of
first place in the Atlantic 10 West. Division by sweeping their twogame, New England road trip this
past week.
Impressive play on the road·
by Xavier (11-5, 6-1 in the conference) resulted in a 60-49 victory
over Massachusetts (8-7, 2-3) this
past Thursday and an 82-67 win
over Rhode Island (3-13, 1-5) on
Saturday.
Xavier came into the Mullins
Center at UMass right off of an
important conference win over
intrastate rival Dayton two nights
before. Looking to keep their winning ways going, the Musketeers
came out quickly and built up a nine
point lead, but the Minutewomen
charged back to take a 31-30 lead as
the first half ended.
UMass went on a 10-3 run to
. start the second half, building up a
41-34 lead. The Musketeers would
not go away, though, as they fought
to bring the score close. With 5: 15
left in the game, center-Jen Phillips
scored four straight points, breaking a 46-46 tie and starting a 14-3
run for Xavier to end the game.
ForwardConnieHambergled
all scorers with 19. points, and
Phillips was next with 13, including
11 in the second half. Phillips's six
rebounds were also the team high.
As a team, Xavier was 6-11 from
three-pointrange,andHambergwas
5-7 for the game.
.
On Saturday, XU traveled to
Kingston, Rhode Is., to play a struggling Rams' teain. Rhode Island,
who is 1-5 in its last six games, was
coming off of its first conference
winoftheseasonoverFordhamthis
past Thursday.
Xavier controlled the first half
andledbya37-30scoreathalftime.
Thesecondhalfwentmuchth~same

Spring Intramural Info
The sign-up period for three intramural sports continues in the
O'Connor Sports Center for one more week. This sp'ring, teams can
compete in floor hockey, volleyball and four-on-four basketball.
All teams must pay a $20 registration fee-before play begins in
early February.. For more information, call 745-2857.
-Pete Holtcrmann

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•Women's Basketball vs. George Washington at.7 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 22
Saturday, Jan. I 5 ·

•Women's Basketball vs. Fordham at 2 p.m.
•Rifle at Kentucky at 8 a.m.
•Men's Basketball Dayton at noon on ESPN
•Swimming.at Duquesne

Tuesday, Jan. 20_

•Men's Basketball vs. Duquesne 7 p.m. on WCPO-Ch. 9

All home games arc in bold
Home women's basketball games played in Schmidt Fieldhouse
Home men's basketball games played at the Cincinnati Gardens

.

. .

Game of the_ -Week
Women's Hoops vs. George Washington
7 p.m. Thursday in Schmidt Fieldhouse
On Jan. 2, the Musketeers walked onto GW' s home court.and
stole an upset victory from the highly touted Colonials. No"Y Xavier
is the big gun in the West Division, and GW will be the team hoping
to steal a victory at XU. This will be a tough game that will test both
teams. Check this one out for some great women's basketball.

way as XU cruised to the victory.
A large factor in the Muske-

Connie Hamberg looks to make a pass in a recent game. She was 5-7
in three~point shooting against UMass this past weekend.
teers' win was their free-throw game,andinassists,averaging15.69
shooting. The Rams put Xavier on per game.
the line 38 times in the game, and
Individually, there are a few
XU converted on 29 of those trips Musketeers among the conference
leaders as well. Kremer has been
for a .763 percentage.
Phillipsscored24points,point running the point very effectively
guard Nikki Kremer scored 13, and this season and leads the A-10 with
forward Susanna Stromberg scored herassist/turnoverratioofl.79. She
11 _for the Musketeers.
On the is averaging 5.94 assists per game,
boards Phillips along with guard good for fourth in the conference .
Amy Hughes led the way with six_
. Hamberg'shotoutsideshootboards apiece.
ing against UMass is indicative of
Xavier has won seven of its her season so far. She is fifth in the
last nine games following its only conference in three-point shooting
back-to-back losses of the season to with a .429 percentage.
Youngstown State and Butler in the
Xavier next faces George
first week _of December. Young- Washington (8-6, 3-2) on Thursday
stowniscurrentlyreceivingvotesin night at Schmidt Fieldhouse at 7
p.m. XavierupsetGW on Jan. 2, so
the USA Today Coaches Poll.
As its 6-1 conference mark the Colonials will be fired up for this
would suggest, Xavier is playing game. On Saturday, XU will host
verygoodbasketballrightnow. The Fordham (2-13, 0-5) at 2 p.m., and
team is second in the Atlantic 10 in they will take on crosstown rival
scoring, averaging 72.1 points per Cincinnati on Jan. 2~.

Heart surgery hardly slows Xavier's Phillips
. BY MATT,BARBER
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Heart surgery is something
thatfrighte11smany Americans. Few
of them, however are 18-year-old
college athle,tes: Yet Jen Phillips, a
freshman recruit on the women's
basketball team, · faced that very
misfortune just four months ago and
is already back playing, and making
quite an impact, on the basketball
court.
A routine heart examination
by team physician Dr. Brian Skale
revealed a slight .defect in Phillips' s
heart on Sept. 19.
The problem, called an atrialseptum defect, was a small hole in
the heart was allowing oxygen poor
blood from the right ventricle to mix
with oxygen rich blood of. the left
ventricle. The defect had been
present from. birth ·in Phillips and
was not discovered until the examination.
"At. first I didn't know how
serious it was. Then the nurse told
me that I wouldn't be able to play,
and that I'd need surgery," said
Phillips. The doctor then explained
that the type of defect in her heart is
afairly common occurrence and the
surgical procedure to repair her heart
would be very low risk. ·
On Sept. 24, Phillips successfully underwent the operation ·at
Good Samaritan Hospital. Cardiovascular surgeon Dr. J. Michael
Smith performed the operation
which lasted an hour and 40 minutes.

F<;>llowing the surgery, sh~· Doctors drainednearly two liters of
was connected to many different · fluid from around her heart.· A week
tubes and N's arid a respirator to later; Phillips had fluid drained
help her breath. "They put an elec- drained from her chest again. After
tricblanketonmesoiwasveryhot,. six days of taking steroids, she re~
and-I was in a lot of pain. I felt very turned to practice.
helpless. It was painful to move at
Phillips was cleared to run
all," remembered Phillips.
and bike by physicians just before
"I didn't reallze how bad I Thanksgiving. Wearing a pad to
looked until Erin [Senser, a team- protect her sternum; she joined the
mate] came to visit. As soon as she rest of the team in the workouts at
saw me, she started crying whieh practice. The first few times back,
made me cry," said Phillips.
she had to start slowly, but soon she
For the five days following was-working for a full practice.
the surgery that Phillips· was in the
Phillips was cleared to play
hospital, the doctors and nurses im- just before a Dec. 20 home game
·mediately started the rehabilitation against Northern Illinois: Although
process. As painful as it was at first, she dressed for the game, Phillips
.she had to try t~ sit up in.a chair for was not expecting to see much playas long as possible. In the begin- ing time. However, with 11 minutes .
ning, sitting up for only a few min- left in the first half, she heard head
utes· would exhaust her, but even tu- coach Melanie Balcombcall out her
ally Phillips regained.her strength. name. Fighting some nerves, she
Following her hospital stay, scoredherfirstcollegiatepointsfour
Phillips could do nothing but walk seconds after entering her first colfor the next to months to regain her legiate game. Phillips finished that
athleticism. Overthosetwomcinths, game with IO points, 12 rebounds,
she would walkasmuchaspossil;:>le. two assists, two blocks, and three · Jen Phillips (20) tries t~fight her way to the hoop against a Dayton
While the rest of the team was prac- steals.
_ defender while Nicole Levandusky (40) looks on. Phillips has averaged
ticing in Schmidt Fieldhouse,
Phillips's was not the only
18.3 points in her last three games.
.Phillipswouldwalkaroundtheedge injury to hamper the Musketeers
When asked how the rash of heart surgery and has provided the
of the court.
this season. Before the season be- injuries affected the team, Phillips team a big lift as well. She was .
Of not being aole to work out gan, junior Nikki Kremer was hos- answered, "I think it has made us named A-10 Rookie of the Week for
and play with her teammates, pitalized withakidneyproblemand closer."
this past week in which she averPhillips said, "I felt I was letting junior Susanna Stromberg had her
The close-knit Xavier team aged 18.3 points per game, includeveryone down. I was part of the knee scoped. Freshman Jennifer has won six of its last seven games ing a career high 24 against Rhode
team and I couldn'trun with them." Parr came down with a muscle in- and currently holds sole possession Island on Saturday.
TwicePhillipssufferedasig- jury that sidelined her for a large offirstplaceintheA-lOWestDiviPhillips and her teammates
nificant setback to her recovery. portion of the early season, and fresh- sion.
will next be in action at home against
After continuous vomiting and in- man Erin Senserreceived a medical
Phillips has been averaging George Washington on. Thursday
tense stomach pain, she was rushed redshirt following surgery to repair· 10.9 points and 4.4 rebounds in her night at 7 p.m. in Schmidt
to the emergency room on. Oct. 14. a torn. ACL ligament in her knee.
nine games since comfog back from Fieldhouse.

Learn

Oracle and Visual Basic.
Pursue your dream career with potential
earnings of 45k & more
Convenient Weekend Classes
Call about upcomin~ classes
(Wheeler 9), XU 36 (Braggs 11). Assists - Parr 0-0·0-0 0, Phillips 7-15 10-13 24, Hotz
Men's Basketball
George Washington 78, Xavier 73 OT V.T 11 (Dunlop 3), XU 8 (Brown, Lumpkin 2-61-25,Leigh 1-40-02,Levandusky4-7 04). 3-PT FG - VT 6-19 (Roberts 1-1, Ray 0- 0 9. Totals: 25-62 29-38 82
Wed., Jan. 14
·
1, Guillory 1-2, Grindstaff 1-3, Whaley 0-1, Rhode Island" Lapciuk 2-6 3-4 7, Blakemore
Washington D.C. ·
Dunlop 3-4, Lucas 0-7), XU 5-23 (Williams 5-8 4-7 14, Jansen 6-7 4-4 16, Gibson 2-8 2-Xavier (73)-Johnson 2-8 5-6 9, Williams 8- 0-2, Brown 3-10, Lumpkin 1-7, McAfee 0- 4 6, Cocchiola 4-9 1-3 9, Hvizdak 4-10 2-2
14 2-3 20, Braggs 1-3 0-0 2, L. Brown 7-17 1, Posey 1-3). Free-throws - VT 12-15, XU 12, Pacheco 1-3 0-0 3, Strike 0-4 0-0 0,
7-10 23, Lumpkin 2-12 1-2 5, Kelsey 0-0 0- 18-27. Turnovers - V.T 24, XU 20. Steals - Murray 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 24-5516-24 67
0 0, Turner 0-0 0-0 0, McAfee 0-0 0-0 0, VT 10, XU 14. Blocks - VT 2, XU 5. Total Halftime - XU 37, RI 30. Rebounds - XU 37
Posey 1-412-1514.Totals:21-5927-3673 Fouls - VT 23, XU 16. Fouled Out - VT - (Hughes, Phillips 6), RI 40 (Blakemore,
Geroge Washington: Iturbe 3-6 0-2 6, Grindstaff; XU-None. Technical Fouls - VT Jansen 10). Assists - XU 10 (Stromberg 5),
Mescheriakov 2-4 3-6 7, Kou! 6-8 3-8 15, - Roberts; XU - Payne, Braggs. A- 10,100.
RI 11 (Cocchiola 5). 3-PT FG - XU 3-8
(Hamberg 0-1, Kremer 1-1, Hughes 1-2,
Camara 1-6 1-2 3, Rogers 6-11 11-16 25,
Women's Basketball
King 5-10 5-6 16, Krivinos 0-3 3-4 4, Green
Leigh 1-4, Levandusky 1~3), RI 3-13 (Lapciuk
Xavier 60, Massachusetts 49
0-1, Gibson 0-1, Hvizdak 2-6, Pacheco·l-3,
0-10-00, Ngongba 1-41-24, Hazzard 0-00Thurs.,Jan. 15
Strike 0-2). Free-throws - XU 29-38, RI 16. 0 0. Totals: 24-53 37-46 78
24. Turnovers-XU 15,RI25. Steals-XU 11,
Halftime-OW 36, XU 28; End ofRegulation
Amherst, Mass.
- GW 68, XU 68. Rebounds - XU 47 (Will- Xavier (60) - Stromberg 1-6 2-2 4, Hamberg RI 9. Blocks - XU 2, RI 1. Total Fouis - XU
iams 12), GW 35 (Iturbe, Rogers 6). Assists 6-8 2-2 19, Tuukkanen 2-8 2-4 6, Kremer 0- 18, RI 25. Fouled Out - None. Technical
- XU 8 (Brown, Lumpkin 3 ), GW 13 (Iturbe, 5 3-4 3, Hughes 1-5 0-0 2, Riley 0-2 0-1 O, Fouls - None. A- 384.
Rogers 3). 3-PT FG - XU 4-17 (Williams 2- . Phillips 6-10 1-2 13, Hotz 2-3 0-0 4, Leigh 1Women's Swimming
5, Brown 2-6, Lumpkin 0-3, McAfee 0-1, 2 0-0 2, Levandusky 2-4 2-2 7. Totals: 21-53
Sat., Jan. 17
Posey 0-2), GW - 3-16 (Mescheriakov 0-1, 12-17 60
.
Cleveland
Camara0-5, Rogers 2-3, King 1-3, Krivinos Massachusetts: Kraft 7-10 2-2 17·, Tudman
0-3, Green 0-1). Free-throws - XU 27-36, 1-10-02,Rayside 1-4l-23,Coyner2-16,1- Final Score: EMU-106; CSU-64, XU-59,
GW 27-46. Turnovers - XU 17, GW I L . 2 6, MacFarland 5-8 5-8 15, Mitchell 0-1 0- NU-14.
Steals - XU 3, GW 7. Blocks - XU 0, GW 2. 0 O; Trent 2-4 2-2 6, Madajova 0-0 0-3 0, Xavier Top Finishers: 400 MR: XU-I
(4: 16.00).1000 Free: Feichtner-I (I 0:52.29).
Total Fouls - XU 29, GW 26. Fouled Out - Penton 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 18-44 11·19 49
XU - Braggs, Lumpkin, Posey; GW - None. Halftime• UM 31, XU 30. Rebounds - XU 200 Free: Robbins-2 (2:03.45). 500 Free:
Technical Fouls - XU - bench, Johnson; GW 36 (Phillips 6), UM 31 (Kraft, Rayside 7). Feichtner-2 (5:16.43), Robbins-3 (5:25.30).
400 FR: XU~3 (3:50.62).
- None. A- 4,536.
Assists-XU 12 (Kremer 5), UM 9 (Trent 5).
Men's Swimming
3-PTFG-XU6-11 (Hamberg5-7, Kremer0Xavier 77, Virginia Tech 66
Sat., Jan. 17
1, Hughes 0-1, Levandusky 1~2), UM 2-8
Sat., Jan. 17
Cleveland
(Kraft 1-2, Coyner 1-5, Macfarland 1-5,
Cincinnati
Mitchell 0-1 ). ·Free-throws - XU 12-17, UM Final Score: EMU-116, CSU-93, XU-17,
Virginia Tech: Roberts 5-8 1-2 12, Ray 1-2 · 11-19. Turnovers - XU 13, UM 16. Steals - NU-17.
0-0 2, Wheeler 6-110-012, Guillory 1-3 2- XU 7, UM 5. Blocks - XU 1, UM 4. Total Xavier Top Finishers: 200 IM: Casey-2
. 2 5, Grindstaff2-6 1-1 6, Whaley 0-2 0-0 0, Fouls - XU 18, UM 16. Fouled Out - XU - . (1:57.58). 200 Back: Casey-I (I :55.52).
Dunlop 4-10 4-6 45, Browne 0-1 0-0 0, · Tuukkanen; UM - None. Technical Fouls Rifle
Kilgore 0-0 0-0 0, Lucas 4-12 4-4 12, Tor I- None. A- 827.
Xavier 2,291, Cincinnati. J ,983
I 0-0 2. Totals: 24-56 12-45 66
·. Xavier 82, Rhode Island 67 ·
Sat., Jan. 17 ·
·Xavier (73) - Johnson 0-0 2-4 2, Williams3.. Sat, Jan. 17
Cincinnati
73-5 9, Braggs 8-14 8-10 24; L. Brown 6-13
0-0 15, Lumpkin 4-113-5 12, McAfee O~ I 0.
Kingston, R.I.
Xavier Shooters: Juziuk-583 (97, 96, 99,
O 0, Payne 0-0 0-0 0, Posey 6-11 2-3 15. · Xavier(60)-Stromberg3-45~6 ll,Hamberg 96, 97); Rozman-575 (94, 91, 98, 97, 98, 97);
Totals: 27-5718-27 77
1-5 2-2 4, Ttiilkkanen 2-6 0-04, Kremer 1-3 Jedinak~569 (95, 95, 96, 97, 92, 94);
· Halftime-XU 43, VT28. Rebounds.- VT32 10-12 13, Hughes 3·-8 1-1 8, Riley 1-40-2 2, Alexander-564 (94, 94, 90, 95, 95, 96).

..... CompuGen
.
Learning Center, LLC
2509 Fairview Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45219
Phone: (513) 333-0CLC (0252) Fax: (513) 333-0407

Website: www.compugenusa.com

NEWLY REMODLED OfF-STREET
PARKING 5 MIN. WALK
1, 2, AND 3 BEDROOM
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Success· amid frustration·
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN
SPORTS EDITOR

when they've got
like that,"
said Brown. "We
allowed them to
make a run, but we
can't do that."
"We played ·•·
the first 10 min- ·
utes with tremendous passion,"
said Prosser. "We·
didn't play the last
30 minutes with
passion. That's
where we have to
get because this
team can't succeed
without passion."
"It's something between ourselves," Williams
3aid. "We just
have to do it as individuals. Make
shots, make stops
and get rebounds.
We just have to
step up as individuals and just get
it done."
photo by Steve mith
Prosser has
always contended Senior Torraye Braggs tied a career high with 24
this team is not one points against Virginia Tech on Saturday. He also
pulled down I I rebounds.
that can walk into

a.lead

After Xavier cruised to·an easy
104-67 win at horrie against La Salle
on Jan. 7, Lenny Brown told· the
media he believed what head coach
Skip Prosser told. the Muskies immediately following the contest. "I
think coach said it best," said Brown.
"Th.is game was won in practice on
Monday and Tuesday."
Those were two days of intense practice, as the ·Musketeers
looked to. rebound from their first
conference loss of the season, a defeat on the road against St.
Bonaventure. The win over La Salle
seemed to justify the hard practices.
"We always practice· hard," said
Prosser. "When we lose, practice
usually has an edge to jt."
Last Wednesday, XU dropped
its second A-10 game of the season,
a 78c73, overtime battle at George
Washington. Foul trouble and poor
shooting hindered Xavier, and eventually cos.t the Muskies the game.
Saturday brought welcome
relief. The Musketeers returned to
their home court at the Cincinnati.
Gardens, a place whe~e XU has lost
just once in the past season and a
half, and only eight times since 1992.
XU responded by beatfog a young an· arena and leave with a victory.
"You can't worry about missVirginia Tech squad, 77-66.
"We can't play as hard as the other ing," said Lumpkin. "You're never ·
The win µpped Xavier's team," said Prosser earlier this sea- going to know if you're going to
record to 11-4 overall, and 3-2 in the . son. "We have to play harder."
make it i(you never shoot it. We
conference. It also helped the
The upcoming games don't just have tb keep shooting and stay
Muskies· maintain their ranking make things any easier for Xavier. confident."
·
·
among the nation's best teams, as On Saturday, Xavier heads to Day. I11 addition to fewer points
the squad checks in at 18th this ton to play the Flyers before return- going on the board with the misses,
week.
ing to host Duquesne on Tuesday it makes life more difficult for
However, the game wasn't night. Both of these are games the Xavier's already undersized and unexactly what Xavier was hoping for. Muskies lost last season.
derstaffed frontcourt. Missed shots
"I'm satisfied that we won," said
After that, Xavier heads to from the outside often yield fonger
Prosser. "I'm not satisfied with the Philadelphia to take on Temple next rebounds for Xavier's big guys to
· way we played."
Saturday. The Owls will pose a have to track down.
It was obvious the Muskie tough test as their .zone defense can
"Teams scout us, and they'll
players had a similar feeling after cause fits for anyone. For Xavier, pack the middle and let us shoot it,"
the contest. The Xavier locker room zones disrupt the up-tempo style the said Posey. "Then they have us·
was quieter thai:i usual, in large part Muskies thrive on.
outnumbered in_the paint, and we're
because of the 10 minute lecture
Being ready for these games not able to make second shots."
Prosser delivered after the team left will be important. Xavier is usually
When the shooting slumps,
the court. He wasn't done. Once the very well prepared tactically for the Muskies need a shot in the arm to
coach and team took care of their games. What will be more impor- keep them in the game. "(We rieed)
postgame media responsibilities, tant will be the intensity Xavier plays someone on the court or someone I
they went back into the locker room with from start to finish.
·
can put in' the game to give us that
to meet for 40 more minutes.
"We're a very good practice passion," said .Prosser.
Prosser talked to his team team," said Lumpkin. "It's a matter
"I don't think there is one goabout the way they had been play- of transporting it from the practice to-guy, like Sherwin (Anderson) last ·
ing, singling out both the good anp floor to the game. We have to play year," Posey said. "He was basibad. He also talked about leader- an overall game."
c~lly the leader, and we. miss him.
ship and teamwork.
Lumpkin shoulders much of Certain individuals might say someAgainst GW, Xavier played the burden for getting the Muskies thing, but wedon't have one true
well, but hit just 36 percent of its into the groove where they can play leader."
shots, and sent the Colonials to the that game. Prosser puts pressure on
For now, the team wants to
line 46 times. In addition to the GW him to be the leader of the team, the use a more collective effort in games
·edge from the foul line, Colonial big · quarterback on the court. "Coach in order to play well. Prosser is
·man Alexander Koul scored 12 of sorta says Gary, since he's the point looking forconsistancy ofeffort and
. .
.
Due to the success of the Xavier men's basketball team, tickets for
his 15 points from the floor while guard, he should be the leader," said enthusiasm from histroops. "More
Xavier center Torraye Braggs. was Posey.
collectively, we have to step up," he the games have become a hot commodity, evenfor students. As a result,
the voucher system used for the Cincinnati game will be used for three .
on the bench after playing just 12
Lumpkin, and the whole team, said.
minutes. before fouling out. Xavier's have been struggling with outside
"I just think we all need to more games this season.
For all three games, the vouchers will be available at the Information
Gary Lumpkin andJamesPosey also shooting of late. In the past three step up and be a leader," said Brown.
fouled out; and Darnell Williams games, Xavier's three point produc- ."We had a meeting after St. Desk on the Monday prior to the game. Students will need to present their
and T.J. Johnson played with four tion has been off the mark. XU hit Bonaventure and said we have to do All Card in order to receive a voucher, and will need it and their Card to get
.
fouls during the late portions of the 67percent ofits three-point attempts it as a team instead of only qne into the game.
This system will be used for the following games:
game.
against La Salle, but has hit just 12 ·person."
GAME.
.
VOUCHER DAY
XU could have, and probably of 43 attempts in the three games
Johnson, one of three seniors
Tues. Jan. 27 vs. Duquesne at 7 p.m.
Jan. 26
should have, blown Tech away, but since. Lumpkin has bit lO of 33 on the squad, concurs. "There's
Sun. Feb. 8 vs. Massachusetts at 3:30 p.m.
Feb. 2
never buried the Hokies while hang- field goal attempts during the same somebody different every day. I
Mon. Feb. 16 vs. George Washington at 7 :30 p.m.
Feb. 9.
ing on for the win .. Xavier led by 20 stretch.
still think we have the same confiThe game against UMass will be televised nationally on ABC .
just before halftime, and were up
·The team is looking top lay its dence. We just have to play better as
Students with vouchers who attend the women's basketball game against
throughout the second ha:lf, includ- way out of the shooting woes. a team."
La
Salle at 7p.m. on Friday,·Feb 6 in Schmidt Fieldhouse will receive a
ing a 23 point lead with five minutes ·"When you're a shooter, you're
"I think our team is fine," ·
left in the game.
gonna keep shooting," Brown said. · Lumpkin said. "I think when the. big floor seat for the UMass game.
-Pete Holtermann
· "The good teams bury teams
ames come, we'll be read ." ·
0 100 ercent."

Voucher system
to be revisted
three more times
'
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All YOU really needed.to lmow YOU learned at M:anresa

1ncANCUN &NEGRIL
frem$~'
packages al.so available ro:

Nassau. Bahainas, Panama City, FL
Ft. Lauderdale, FL • S; Padre Island. lX
Tru...d Free - Call fr,r DP.tuils
c:;"'\

.

800-657-4048
.

·~ti~~~

All YOU really need to know about how to live ~nd what to do and who YOU are at Xavier, YOU
learned during Manresa. Some of the things YOU learned are... • Stop when whistles blow.
· • Making' friends is important. • Be willing to try new things. ··Helping others makes
move-, in quick. • Don't take family and friends for granted. • Going to class is important. •
Adulthood doesn't mean "no rules". • Try new things. • RA's are people too. • Do not be
afraid to ask for help. • Appreciate differences. • Don't lose your meal tickets. • We all make a
difference. • No means no. • OA's are fun people. • Involvement is key. • Learning happens
in class and out. • St. Francis Day is special. • Group means future dinner plans. • Believe in
· yourself. • Smile lots and laugh even more. • And, most of all, Xavier is afamily. •
Don't you think it is time for you to help s9meone else Ieam these things?

Manresa:

..,

· Xavier's Orientation Program

Last Chance

Orientation Team Selection Begins January 26, 1998

to Pre'pare for the

(}roup .· Leader & Staff Applications

April MCAT!
Last Class Starts·
February, 1st!

· Student Services Hallway, Information Desk &
· Co~muter Information Center
.

.

.

Deadline for all complete applications is Friday, February 13, 199.8
Call Kimberlie Goldsberry @ x4892 with any questions .

. ·can today to enroll In.the •1 MCAT prep course.
i

4:t14+in•

L.

1-800-KAP·TEST
www.kaplan.com
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Heart beats

"You think you're so smart, but I've seen you naked..."

The Over-the-Rhine Steel Drum Band will give a Valentine's
Day performance on Saturday, Feb. 14 at 1 p.m. at Memorial Hall as
part of Cincinnati Bell's FineArts Sampler Weekend.
The Over-the-Rhine Steel Drum Band is made up of players of
all ages, and theirconcertsincludeclassical, calypso, traditional, and
popular numbers, all specially arranged for steel drum.
The concert is free and open to the public. Memorial Hall is
located at 1225 Elm St., ·across from Music Hall. For further
.information, contact Peaslee's music program office at 621-5514.

- Barenaked Ladi~s, "Bfallle it on Me"
- F I L M REVIEW'S-···

'Fallen' falls short;
Disasters stay afloat in 'Rain'

,.

'

BY DA VE CAPPELLETTY

.

.

. .

Monday, Jan. 26, the 25th annual American M.usic Awards
will air ori ABC at 8 p.m. This year's ~vent, hosted by Drew Carey,
will be telecast from the Shi:ine Auditorium in Los Angeles, Calif:
Scheduled to perform include MaryJ. Blige, Michael Bolton,
Boyz II Men, Garth Brooks, Mariah Carey; Reba McEntire, Enrique
Iglesias, Janet Jackson; matchbox 20, PuffDayy, Spice Girls, and
Trisha Yearwo9d, .
·

FILM CRITIC

The dark mystery/thriller is
rarely used in movies today because
more often thari not it is not successful.
. For a good thriller to work, it
needs to be solid throughout. There
cannot be any faltering points or the
audience will not buy into the whole
thing.
·
A good thriller continually
pushes the action forward capturing
the viewer's attention so that nothing can disturb them, not even a full
bladder.
Unfortunately, quality movies like this are not common place.
It takes too much time and effort to
make such caliber films like "Seven"
(Brad Pitt & Morgan Freeman) than
it does to make ones like "Copycat"
(Sigourney We~ver & Holly
Hunter.)
Now the new movie "Fallen"
tries to make itself notable in this
shaky genre. ·
"Fallen" stars Denzel Washington as Detective -John Hobbes.
Known as one of Philadelphia's finest, Hobbes, along with his trustworthy partner Jonsey (John
Goodman), have just captured and
witnessed the execution of the notorious serial killer Edger Reese(Elias
Koteas.)
Just before his death, Reese
shakes the hand of his captor, while
uttering ancient Hebrew followed
·by the Rolling Stones classic, "Time
is On My Side."
Hobbes just shrugs off this
bizarre behavior as the last rights of
a crazy convict, and does not realize
the consequences of what had just
occurred.
To Hobbes' dismay, Reese
was the host for the downcast angel
Azazel, who travels through its hosts
by the simple touch of one being to
another.
After unsuccessfully trying to
infiltrate Hobbes, Azazel begins to
re-create the murders that made
Reese (and eventually Hobbes) famous.
lt·is at this point that Hobbes
seeks the ·help of religion teacher
Gretta Milano (Embeth Davidtz) to
try and make sense of the situation,
and to defeat Azazel once and for
all.
"Fallen" is a consistent, an·d
_ quite tense fihn from start just up to
the finish; The movie keeps us
glued to our seats for nearly two
hours, but then presents us with an
anti-climactic ending that leaves you
flat and unastonished.

On the tube

·

In Stores

·

The following will be released on Jan. 27:
Big Bad Yoodoo Daddy, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy (Coolsville/
EPROP)... The Black Monks, No Mercy (Rap-a-Lot/Virgiri) ...
Funkdooobiest, The Troubleshooters (Buzztone/RCA) ... Hum,
Downward is Heavenward (RCA) ... Jake th~ Flake & the Flint
Thug, Jake the Flake & the Flint Thug (Roadrunner)... Phunk
Junkeez, Unidentified Funky Object (Trauma)... Riot,Inishmore
(Metal Blade) ... Screeching Weasel, Major Label Debut (Lookout/
Panic Button) ... The Skatalites, Ball ofFire (lslandJamaica) ... Liz
Story, 17 Seconds to Anywhere (Windham Hill).,.
... alLdates are tentative.

photo by Nicola Goode/courtesy Turner Pictures

Denzel Washington talks on the phone in the thriller "Fallen.":

Washington and Goodman · ated town. Jim (Morgan Freeman)
deliver decent performances, butthe and his band of petty criminals, ar- ·
lackluster job by Donald Sutherland rive, givefalse hope, and then try to
as the doubting police lieutenant is make a play for the ungodly sum of
both pathetic and gratuitous.
money. Fearing for his life and his
. In all. truth, a film is only as job, Tom grabs the cash and tries 'to
good as the whole product deliv- be the hero by hiding tt in a nearby
erect, and "Fallen" is a little shy in cemetery.
the total package.
In order to save his hide, Tom
Trendy disaster cliche
enlists the help of an overburdened
and underpitid sheriff (Ra.ndy Quaid)
still w<>rks in 'Hard Rain' and his deputies, who iri turn decide
The summer of 1994 was the that $3 million is a lot better than
beginning of the end for the average being stuck in a dead-end job.
movie fan. On Jul. 4, 20th Century
· As if the problems were not
Fox decided to release "Indepen- big enough, the only dam that is
dence Day," and from that point on presently _holding back certain deHollywood has decided to continu- struction, is slowly, but surely col-.
ally shell out effects-laden, lame lapsing.
.
duck movies just to reap their boun"Rain" is full of the run-ofties. (Can anyone say "Twister?") the-mill disaster cliches, but in this
Paramount' s new movie, movie this does not detract from the
"Hard Rain," starring Christian o.verall picture. Sure, it may be
Slater and Morgan Freeman, tries filled up with sappy dialogue··and
valiantly to revive this dying genre somewhat predictable and implau~
and at least manage to keep it afloat. sible situations, but that is what
for a little while longer.
seems to work.inthis film.
"Rain" stars Christian Slater
Unlike one of its summer preas Tom, an armored car driver who decessors, "Vo!Cano," "Rain"
wishes he had a better lot in life.
makes you actually believe that this
As the film begins, Tom and type of situation could occur. In this
his partner/uncle, Charlie (Ed case, a town might flood over or an
Asner), are collecting cash from the employee might become ov~rzeallocal banks due to the intense rain ous about his Job. ·
·
and flooding in Souther~ Indiana.
Although the film is bereft of
While trying to leave the town monumental performances and a
of Huntington, fate and a deluge of thick plot, "Hard Rain" is still quite
water, cause the truck to stall leav- entertaining, and actually much beting Tom and Charlie stranded in the ter than most of the schlock disaster
middle of.· nowhere with over $3 movies that continually show up at
the cineplexes. It just has to be
million dollars to protect.
Surprisingly enough, "help" watched with a grain of salt and an
comes along in this recently evacu- open imagination.

CS_O Update
The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra will present the second
part of the 1997-1998 Chamber Players Series on Friday, Jan. 23 at
8 p.m. in Memorial Hall.
Tickets, priced $20 and $15, are available by phone at 3813300.
.
.

Hey, Xavier! There~s still time to respond to last week's
opinion poll. Please lettlie Newswire know who your favorites of
'97 were.•.we're dying to find out! E-mail Lauren at 636898, or
stop by the office at Cohen.

Various Artists

Third Wish

Edwin McCain

Chris Stills

Great Expectations: The Album.
(Atlantic) ·

Third Wish
(self-released)

Misguided Roses
.. (Lava)

100 Year Thing
(Atlantic)

... When expectations are high, that which
we are expecting often disappoints, butthis is
assuredly not the case with recent release of
Great Expectations: The Album.
As far as soundtracks go, this compila-tion of talented artists leaves little to be desired. Delivered from Tori Amos, Chris
Cornell(formerSoundgardenfrontman),Scott ·
Wieland(StoneTemplePilots),Duncan Sheik,
and the Verve Pipe are delicately powerful
original tracks. ·
-Add smooth originaltouches from Poe,
Pulp, Lauren Christy, and Reef, and this
soundtrack is an instant hit.
The music flows with the movie's story
line, but can stand by itself, with the distinc· tive mood it creates and the solid all around
musical accomplishments of the contributing
artists.
..
lndividuat highlights include Amos'
· "Siren," "Sunshower" by Cornell, and the
first single off the album, "Wishful Think~
ing," performed by Sheik.
In addition to these standouts, are sure
to be favorites "Lady, Your Roof Brings Me
Down" by Weiland (his solo debut), "Today"
from Poe, and classics "Uncle John's Band"
fromTheGratefulDeadandlggyPop's"Success."
Pop's track could easily .be the most
prophetic when talking about the expectations and future of this album.
-Steve Smith
Diversions Editor

I was surprised, Chris Stills sings folky
With the release of their third indepen- ·
The soulful Edwin McCain is quickly
dent album, Third Wish has once again out- · becoming a product of maturi~y. Backe.d by rock without sounding constipated. True, he
done themselves and delivered a confident solid musicianship and a conviction for per7 does display his share of melodramatic
and complete disc thatthose familiar with the fection,. McCain'~ tales create a· striking troubadouring, but it doesn't sound forced.
When Stills sings softly, it sounds mysCleveland based band will devour with smiles amount of emotion, as is evident on his newterious - it kept my finger off the skip button
on their faces.
est release, Misguided Roses.
The new disc _mixes eight live songs
R_oses blends the acoustic soul driven more often than not.
Yes, Chris Stills blanched blues-rock
and six new tracks with the only dow~ fall McCain that demanded recognition on his
coming in the order of the songs .. The new. debut album Honor Among Thieves, with the and folk is nothing really original, but there
studio tracks are mixed through out the disc, inspiring and matl\red McCain that shows up are some aspects that place him a cut above
others in the genre.
breaking up the continuity of the live show, ·to stun audience.sin his live set~.
· The nice, live drum sound (courtesy of
but the overall quality of the disc makes it. ·
The new CD demonstrates how McCain
has grown from his early days of acoustic formerZepengineer,EthanJohns)givesStills'
easy to forget that tiny annoyance.
The live songs are polished with a clean music. Roses is loaded with depth and layers songs a loose natural feel.
Allin all, this album is virtually free of
sound that launches Third Wish head first into of electric guitars, saxophones, and McCain's
constraining studio effects. It actually sounds
the listeners own domain. This set of live rough soul voice.
tracks represent the closest thing to having a ·
Misguided Roses should give McCain like real people are playing and singing.
Maybe that whole '.'natural" thing will
pocket sized version of the band to play live. the satisfaction he has so long been looking .
fqr you anytime you wish.
.
for. Disappointed that he didn't make an catch on - it makes Chris Stills worth a
. The six new tracks are·claimed·to-be· -album·goodenoughtosellamillioncopiesin listen.
representative of a time when the band first . Ho~or, McCain;s passion for perfection pro-Mark Donahue
Diversions Writer
began to live the musical dream. This refer- .duced a deeper album in Roses, based on his
ence is to Third Wishes recent move from fii'miliar grassroots that fans have grown to
regional to national touring.
expect.
Couple the touring transition with the
Thefirstsingle"'SeetheSky"isapower
new studio tracks and it should produce a laden track that sets the tone for the rest of the
measurement of the band's maturity. If that album. The beauty of McCain's style is his
indeed is the case, then the new songs and ability to write strong soulful rock 'n' roll
Third Wish as a whole is an impressive testa- .songs arid equally as powerful ballads. "I'll
ment to where this band has been and where Be," a heart-laden ballad, demonstrates just
they are headed.
how much McCain has grown is his music ·
-Steve Smith and SO fig writing abilities.
Diversions Editor
-Steve Smith
Diversions Editor
-EAT,DRINK &

BE M E R R Y -
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Good food, great atmosphere create excellent Habit's
Name: Habit's Cafe

Location: 336 Madison Rd.

Phone: 631-8367

Atmosphere: Casual/Pub dining

Hours: Mon. -Thurs. 11 a.m to 11.pm., Fri. 11 a.m. to 12 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., Sun. 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
BY LYNN SHANAHAN

DIVERSIONS WRITER

ers and salads to rarities such as Ostrich tomatoes was a refreshing side dish instead of
burgers and "zan<lwiches." Price_~. fqr,,.,.qr-w--.tl!~,li,tl:!l}dard greasy french fries.
entree r!lnge from $5 to $10., ('{pre ,...... &'SJ!!!;~,,SL,,::.,. .:lh~,:lfia,,p.it's burger ·v.;as described by
were given the old c_olle
..::::::P""'
one dini"ff~:::.~'.myapion as "One of the best
. The chicken bi!-Y . .
.
I:ve e\i~('J~fuf:• It was served with
grilied eggplant ,~R"11f'h
.........
d wH~<flbn. ed with fresh vegHabit's burger ($5ttiJJ w
·
,.
The chi. ·

· is perfect for a quiet lunch or dinner.
This cafe has a perfect atmosphere for
unwinding whether it be with a light bite to
eat, full meal, or cocktails.
The reasonable prices and quality food
make the trip to Oakley will worth it.
Rogers has recently made another investment into the Oakley community which is
definitely worth noting. He is re-opening the
20th Century building as a night club.
Beginning in March, this club will be
featuring Chicago blues bands and it is conveniently located in Oakley Square.
If his nightclub is at all representative
of his success with Habit's cafe, the Cincinnati community has something to look forward to .

With its brick walls and 1930s and 40s
memorabilia hung upon them, the dimly lit
Habit's cafe, located on 336 Madison Rd., is
a welcome sight after a long day of work or
.studying. It successfully combines a basic
menu(withhighllghtssuchasOstrichburgers), . combined wi
es such favorfull service bar, and live music with a: rustic
.
, and Guinness.
atmosphere.
ery Wednesday
lit the cafe feaEstablished in 1980 by owner Mark .
GoshornBrothers while Sunday nights·
Rogers, this eatery has expanded it's dining
area to accommodate his di verse clientele and
. .
..,. " ..........--'«-., ··"'".>. .
. . . ,. .
an open mic
their needs for quality food and entertain- attract such marks~;,:).fi}ll. tomato and basil pit·
iflw·i,b.rtn area,/~ii1.th is a designated
ment.
and quality chees;--:&foii&·'!!.ot compensate fo
mohlng."':re~;· &t$6'''i~fo:vides a dart board,
Glancing over the menu, Habit's pro- .its overpoweringly s~e'
_ara sauce o ..
ideo gam\1~•:::;$'"'c'btlp.le of TV.s and a CD
vides the standard appetizers s~ch as 'mo:z;za- oily eggplant.
'<"'"')!~:~:''r-·
'":;;;;1,.
· ' \l];,;;tt'.' ' '"
.·
. rella sticks;'chicken wings, and loaded nachos.
The accompanying pasta s . ~·
%,....
large non-smoking dining area,
Asst. Diversions Editor Lauren Mosko
The main en trees consist of hamburg- incorporates chunks of zucchini, squash, and added as a result of Habit's 1991 renovation,, contributed to this sto1)'.
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Lengthy 'Skylight' worth wait
"Skylight." However, "Skylight"
transcends simple one-liners and
GUEST WRITER
draws the audienc;e with sometime
painful insights into the characters.
What so you do if an old lover
.In a single night and early
just shows upatyourdoorstep? This morning, Hare tells the tale of Tom
lover is· someone who you cared for . and Kyra, foregoing the elaborate
very deeply. The memories are sex scenes, music soundtracks and
warm in your mind, your heart. simple endings of the typical "roUnfortunately; this love is also the mantic comedies." Instead, Hare
husband of your best friend.
builds an encounter on discussion,
Playwright David Hare rein- insightful conversation, rudeness
troduces the characters Tom and and flat-out, screaming confrontaKyra, former lovers who separated tion.
not because they did not love each
Kyra Hollis is a teacher in one
other, but because Tom's wife dis- of the .more dangerous schools of
covered the affair.
London. Kyra, played thoughtfull)'.
This is the one sentence de- by Katherine Leask, has her job, a
scription of the award winning play, grocery bag containing dinner, and.
BY JAY KALAGAYAN

a somewhat suitable apartment.
This routine is interrupted by
a visitor. Not Tom, but Tom's 18
year old son, Edward, played by
Matthew Miller. Edward is dra.wn
to his father's mistress not sexually,
but maternally. Kyra fills a surrogate role for Edward as he tells her
of his mothers deathand difficulties
dealing with his father.
Edward flounders in the first
act with the accustomed awkwardness of any adolescent as the rich
historyofallthreecharactersslowly
unfolds. This scene is a strength and
weakness of the play.
Allowing the interactions and
conversation to occur naturally
bringsanhonestybetweenthemand

the audience. However, theencounIn the second act, Kyra shines
. ter is· odd io the audience forthe light on Tom's attempts to gain forreason that this is the firsttime they giveness .from his late wife, who
have seen either characters. The slowlydied of cancer. He built her
. two discuss eve~ts and people that . a comfortable bedroom to rest with
~ill have great significance later a beautiful skylight to view the
but the audience is unsure of their peaceful forest. However, in her
importance.
last moments, she told him· the
Unfortunately, this leads to a money and objects will not earn
slow start for the first act that influ- penance for his affair.
-enced some audience members not
"Skylight" is an in-depth
to return for the second.
qrama not only between two lovers,
This premature departure of Tom and Kyra, but extende\f to
the impatient theatergoer may be· Tom's family. All the characters
enhanced by the well advertised two · reflect on the past and the decisions
hour and 45 minute length of the that led to the present. T~m and
production.
Kyra spend a long night scrutinizThe play picks up as Tom, not ing. their relationship and like r.eal
knowing of his son's earlier visit, relationships, the future is always
unexpectedly calls on Kyra. Tom, uncertain.
. .
. .
played. brilliantly. by Robert Elliot,
Director Steven Wolf has done
is a businessman, who views life in an admirable job with the Cincin- ·
terms of money: Money is success nati premiere of "Skylight." As he
and happiness. ·
combined the script and the actors at
·. The interaction between Tom a patient and thoughtful production.
and Kyra, face-to-face after seven
David Hare's "Skylight" is a
years gives the play its electricity. thoughtful and emotional drama to
Hare's diaiogue is laced with the start off the new year. Get that pre- .
.characters dueiing political, finan- emptive Valentine's Day event
· cial and social. beliefs.
scheduled, performances will c·ontinue until Feb. 6.

Call today!!! Space is limited

.· .800111648-4849
photo by Sandy Underwood

Katherine Leask(left) plays Kyra and Robert Elliott is Tom in the Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park's ·
production of "Skylight." The award-winning play runs through Feb. 6 at the Robert S. Marx Theatre.

On-Camplis ·Contact
Sean @985-8319
Sara @531-65(0

. Fairfield University
. '-invites you to explore
.' the world!
· ·

Xavier Area Resident's Special
Medium 1 Topping Pizza
Large Cheese Pizza

$5 .QQ

$5.~QQ

$ 3 .5 0
Bread Sticks $. 99

Buffalo Wings·

Thin crust or original doughonly please
Deep Dish crust & additional toppings add $. 99
No coupon necessary -.· pic}<-up or delivery

Study the rich legacy of Britain and live
in a 161h century abbey near Oxford's
"dreaming spires." Spend a summer, a
semester or a year studying in the center
of the historic "cradle of Renaissance
civilization" in Florence, Italy where we
offer a dazzling variety of courses. Or
immerse yourself in Russian and
European art, music, dance, literature;
1 history and politics during the White
Nights of Summer.in St. Petersburg.
Our programs offer the opportunity to.
· combine a solid academic program with
the.chance to travel and experience new
cultures~ For more information call
.Cris Bowers, Tour Assistant, at
(888) 254-1566 or e-mail her at
cbbowers@fair1Jairfield.edu.
•·· •0 ,.

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
-· :· . Dolart House
Fairfield, CT
~:~ ..:.:· 06430-5955
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·.swmg1ng~ilSW3Yhack:
Jazz makes its return inthe'new generation'
Bv LAUREN Mosim

Her Red Hot Skillet Lickers"(check · Main Street; Rhythm & Blues, also
·
outOneHourMamaontheFatNote
downtown;. or the Mad Frog in
... ASST. DIVERSIONS EDITOR
lifton.
label), Royal Crown Revue (War
Don'tcall it a comeback; true . Bros.), and Doh-Braden's The~ ·
·. AHswingers reading this can
· ·· atd to the re-opening of
advocates will swear thaHt never of the Sax.(RCA!Victo
left.
· This new generati
. · entury theatre in Oakley
The reemergence ofjazz, par- has not and will never upst
, taken over by Habit's Cafe
ticufarly big band 'swing,' has be~n swinging forefathers, howe
Mark Rogers, which will beBillieHoliday'slady i
a nightclub in March.
marked by a surprising amount of
Saturday nights are the focus
attention in movies; on the radio, and Miles Davis' Sketches o
and in local venues.
(Columbia) are botg .p~,W av
2~;~J-':!ry, with a spotlight
In .1993, the silver screen in· 20-bit .gi ·m,r~.tll~Sief..
9&ff-:1{~tis~lfint'Gpreviously
brought us "Swing Kids," a movie four
. .. as Adam';. s ·f\:t&'Afinable Big
that used old.-school swing (Benny on each.
· _
Band) but also playing host to Latin
Goodman,ArtieShaw)anditsdance
For those out there that are jazz bands and other swing bands.
movement to balance o.ut a story unfamiliar withjazz/swing, but wish
There will be a special 20th
aboutthehorrorsofNaziGerrnany. to delve into this colorful world,. CenturypreviewonValentine'sDa:y
. Then 1997 followed with RCA!Victory'sBeginner'sGuideto ($7 in advance, $10.at the door).
Jazz (1996) is a great sampling of Servers outfitted in tux shirts and
"Swingers."
This movie didn't have an in- the original big band greats.
bow ties should heighten the ambiWe don't have to travel to ance, and the 20th Century should
tense story line like ''Swing Kids,"
but it introduced the modern swing . t!~lef11:,~J~:~.W.. ..9(1.,~i;,ns, or Chicago become quit~- a classy addition to
·
B.ig B adVoo d.oo D. addy,_. .':"\'•':mttfgood
QU....g h. .
Oakley Square.
an dJazzact
"'· . ,,,.....:i,...liv · ' · ., . . .,.~,,,.,
1
while highlighting v ·
· b! talents
If all the 'new' music, a mere
Tony Bennett.
Mhighters, sampling, looping, and rehashing of
Flicks like th
eAccusa- what has already been done, leaves
to be able to jitte ·
a bad taste in your mouth, today's
our generation
jazz will be a welcome drink of
can be.
.,,_,
,,
· ana Avenue's own jazz · original artisanship.,---the vintage
Swing has even'·;n'ffcit'Up'·h~'. . ..,. ~aster) whose brass and percussion wine in the basement of a micro.:.
the sleeping radio giant with bands can be heard through my open win- . brew.
Hke Squirrel Nut Zippers and the dow on warm nights.
It'salwaysbeenthere,maybe
Mighty Mighty Bosstones (a ska/
If you don't Jive in the 1000 you just forgot aboutit.
. swing hybrid).
block of Dana, you can still hear ·
. La.urenMosko is ajuniorfrom
Other new and noteworthy quality jazz at Allyn's Cafe in Mt.
swingers include Lavay Smith & Lookout, Kaldi's coffeehouse on Paducah, Ken., who loves to swing.

previS,fY~u~~ealeasJl.'-~RO.
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<MATR/XX,MARKETING• 1Nt~, .· ·
....,•. ·a Cincinnati Bell company

513-731-4400

Back By Popula~
Demand- Friday
Night
F~ver.
·..
.
The best . '70s, '80s; '90s da~ce music:
.

_,.,

.

of

. Every Fri. - LADIES NIGHT! Free
Admission for the ladies in before l lpm

Just What You've Been Looking For...
We know how difficult it is to find the job
everything:
Excellent pay - starting at $8.21/hr!
Part-time-hours!·
Paid Training!
So we've made it easy for you.

MATRIXX Marketing,

Inc~,

th~t

has

Every Sunday-:- SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER

The home of the best disco in town

Every Fri. & Sun. $1. 00 Drinks
Now18 & Older for all nights & events!

is hiring

T.elephol1e Sales Reps
to call outbound leads to gather inforniatiqn, sell products, or to
update customers with new information .. Evening shifts
·
available:
.
·
·
Mon. - Fn. 5:30p;m.-9p.m. or 6p.m.-9p.m.
Sat.
1Oa.m;:..4p.m.
Flexible schedules:
4 or 5 week.days + 2 Sat. per month ..
-MATRIXX offers more than great pay - we offer opportunities
for advancement with. a growing, successful company!
·
If you possess good communication skills, computer
experience, and ate a high school graduate.with some sales
· experience, please contact a recruiter at: ( 5 13) 458-101 8
or fax or mail you resum~ to:
·
MATRIXX Marketing,· Inc.
·Human Resources Recruiting Dept.
465 0 Montgomery Road
Norwood, OH 45212
Fax ( S 1 3 ) 4 S 8- 8 4 l 0
'EOE

NOW RENTING
FOR THE
'98~'99

SCHOOL ·YEAR
476 Woodburn.- 6 bdrm
3639 Brooks - 6 bdrm. ·
3634 Newton - 3 bdrm.

For.Information
·call 772-0909

.~

1!1,

••

Be.a person
for·others
cinnati, and People Working Coop-
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Student interns will be expected
@
to atterid and participate in weekly
.0
.0
reflection/training
sessions.
All
stuFor the fifth year, Xavier
ID
"'
dents
will
earn
a
$2,500
stipend
over
students will have the opportunity
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~--1t
W\-\i:rr Alol ec;o ~o~ 14A\/e,
Me.,ME,M~--~AT's ~ouR.
~
to participate in an 11 week sum- the summer and also receive free room ~o" c.Atl'T se.e. si;'joi.>o
~O\JR.Scl..f:
S"i~~.
· G\
mer service internship in conjunc- and board on campus.
lb
The ·selection committee is
tion with United Way and ComQ\
munity Chest. The internships will looking for outstanding students who
show
both
leadership
potential
and
a
·
provide up to 24 students the opportunity to work at various ser- desire to commit themselves to service agencies in the Greater Cin- vice. Interns will be chosen based on
cinnati area from May 26-Aug. 7, their commitment to and motivation
for community service, leadership
1998.
The mission of the intern- ability, and academic record.
After the interns have been seship is to develop "people for others" who will continue to make lected; they will be able to review
Tl-llS l-IAS 9661J A !>UBl.IC. se~VICI:
IT'S. Ju>; ~ou -- ¢11~'>-r, L.Asi-,
~oo 'T\.\llJ'f::. YOU'RE. PRE"TT"':::I
service an integral part of their ·internship and site descriptions from
ME.S~AC.E. fli?oM !10IJ~ UoJC:owsc1oc.JS.
.
ANO Al..WA'1~.
OAMN SPEC.IA\.., Do,..)'\ ~ou?
the participating agencies. The..stulives.
·
WE Now Q.E.TO~i.J TO ':lo\I~ REGul.AR
In addition, the internship is . dents rank their top tqree choices and
Atol'\C.1£:.TIE.S ••••
designed to encourage .service- they will be matched to one of those
learning by building a community sites.
Applications are available in
of service interns on campus who
can share insights, reflect on their the Career ServicesCenter and also at
experiences, and address issues the rack next to theUniversity Center
Information Desk. All applications
affecting society.
.
The internship is open to all are due at the Career Services Center
current students ·from all majors · no later than Feb. 16 to be considered.
All interested students are enwho intend to enroll at Xavier next
fall. Each intern selected will work couraged to attend an information
35 hours. per week ·at a service session· on ·Feb. 2 from 1:30pmagency. A total of 22 agencies 2:30pm in the OKI Room in the Uniparticipated in 1997, which in- versity Center. Past service interns
cluded organizations such as AIDS will he there to address questions and
.,.
·,.
Volunteers ofCincinnati (AVOC), concerns. Formoreinformationabout.
the
internships
call
Career
Services
at
Lighthouse Youth Services.
Women Helping Women, 745~3141.
Children's Home of Greater Cin-

t

Vis'itthe Newswire ··an
the world wide web!
Click your way to us at
www.xu.edu/soa/
newswire for updates!

Dueling Piano Bar.

THURSDAY NIGHT
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Bring College ID for Discounts!

$1.00 BIG ASS BEERS
Positions are now available for photo
editor and assistant opinions and.
editorials editor. If you are interested
in these paid staff positions, call Tom
Decorte at 745-3607.

SHOT SPECIALS AND
MORE

19ANDOVER
101 Rivcrlrnol Row in Newport nbovc Slo11py Joe's

581-2800

The wonderful, but not world
famous, Cincinnati Symphony Or. chestra is playing at Music Hall at 8
p.m. The presentation for your pleasure will be the Beethoven Festival.
Imagination is key to success,
. not knowledge.
David Olney of Nashville and
Paul K. of Louisville are playing at
September's fo Newport, Ky., at 9

monday
January 26
Say good bye to all of your
friends who are leaving for Nicaragua for the semester. Good luck to
everyonegoing. Havefunanddon't
forget, there will be washers and
dryers when you get back.
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J ANUARY 21 .
If you read the local paper,
you would know thatthere is a shortage of blood. Do your part in helping mankind and donate your red
stuff. They will be taking a collection in the Terrace Room of the
University Center from 10 a.m.-4
p.m. It doesn't hurt, if you dori't
look.
. '

Music at noon, that is 12 p.m.,
will be in the Cash Room in Logan
Hall. The faculty recital series. will
present Wess Woolard Trumpet.
The infamous coffee hour is
at the same time, 3:30 p.Ih., for one
hour (figure the ending time your- .
self). This week, the hot, european
vanilla coffee and other mouth watering flavors can be found in the
Romero Center.·
When you have nothing to do
at 9 p.m. because it is still the begin.. ning of the semester and you are not ·
too far behind in any of your classes,
ypu can go to Ripley's Alive for a
live performance ofEdwin McCain.
Go while you have the time and
beginning semester money,
.
.

thursday
JANUARY 22.
If you were too busy yesterday to give blood, it is not too late,
so don't think you got out of it so
quick. You are expected to go to the
Terrace Room and have some blood
drawn. No one is allowed to walk.
around without having a prick in
their ear and a needle in their arm
sometime during the day. Just go
and get it over with, unless you.
weigh under 110 pounds, then you
may be excused, but not until then.

. The women's basketball team
is playing in the fieldhouse. George
Washington will be challenged at 7
p.m. Support the girls team, they
need it just as much as the guys do.
Don't forget to get your most
athletic friends, and the not-so-athletic friends to make teams fair, and
. sign-up for your favorite spring in- ·.
tramural sport.
You have untilJ an. 23 tp sign- ·
up for the SAC ski trip to Perfect
North on Jan. 30 for $10. Busses
leave at 8: 15 p.m. and return around
4 .a.m. Sign-up in the SAC office
during lunch and dinner. It is only.
open to the first 90 people; so don't ".
wait. till the last ininute like you do
with everything _else in life.

Don't start falling behind in
In some ways it is the week- ·, · "Spice World" opens at your them, go see iL If you didn't like it,
work.
Go to the library and do
end'. Go to your favorite bar and local movie theater that is crazy don't go. Try.something new, difeverything
who you are supposed to
find someone to buy you a nice, tall, enough to play it at select times. ferent, and with the potential of befor
class.
You
will feel much better
icy, cold drink of some sort. Be a This is not here to encourage you to ing excited if you have never heard
about
yourself
in the long run. And
gulper, not a sipper.
· see the movie, because we really them.
your
teachers
will
appreciate it when
would not encourage you to support
you
know
all
the
answers to the
that movie, it is more of an an·questions
in
class.
nouncement of a movie release.

friday
JANUARY 23

sunday

satur~ay

Another day
pleted.

JANUARY 25

ha~

been com-

Chris Stamper and Cathy
SUPERBOWL SUNDAY!
Allen are holding .the opening of
JANUARY 24
You do not need to do any hometheir art exhibit of prints and drawings at 6-8 p.m. in the Cohen Center
work tonight. .It is a night of watchArt Gallery. "Figurative Speech"·
Men' s basketball will be play- : ing commercials thatcost $1.5 milJanuary 27
will be presented until Jan. 30.
ing Dayton at noon. It is on ESPN, lion for every 30 seconds-because it
sowatchinthecomfortofyourown is during one of the most watched
"TheHumanHammerMeets
Like most other people at this home, in your pajamas and on your events on ~elevision. The Broncos theTwo-headed Woman" is an ex·university, you probably have had couch. Or, if you get so.into the and Packers are playing in San Di- · hibit of banner paintings from the
the dream of becomingan .olympic game and think that your loud cheer- ego on Channel 5. By the time you Great Midway from the 1920s to the
ice skater. If you think you are too ing will only help if the players can wake from your late night after present at the Comtemporary Arts
old, think again. You can .make hear you, thenyoucanjusttakeyour seeing the orchestra, the pregame Center.
your start as a McDonald Olympic little body up to Dayton and watch : coverage has probably started, if
This is a note to all forgetful
hopeful by going ice skating at them play, butdon'tforgetaboutthe . you are interested in it. But really, it
· is all about the commercials. Oh, . folks and anyone elected into a stuNorthland Skating Rink from 8-10 women at 2 p.m.
and drinking beer, eating lots of dent office position: If you plan to
p.m. for only $5. Don't forget to
The women's basketball team food,and watching the Packers win. defrost chicken, do not leave it in .
sign-up at the Commuter Info desk
the microwave for long periods of
on the grille level of the University has another home game. They are
playingFordhamat2p;m. That is
"Whales" is playing at the time(especiallynotfor24days).If
Center.
late enough that you can sleep off . Omnimax at the Museum Center you do, please do not throw it in the
Wish a friend a happy birth- last night~ and early enough that you and is highly recommended for toilet and flush it Dead fish and
day. You know you would likeit if won'tmiss anything tonight. Cheer. pe9ple of ~ll age.~. Hurry; itwill be human waste are flushed, not
leavingin about one month. . .
chicken .. Just a word to the wise.
them on, it is the coolthing to do.
it wa_s your birthday.

tuesday

FOR RENT
. CAMP T AKAJO
BEST HOTELS, LOWEST
Off Campus Housing .
for Boys, on Long Lake,
PRICES. ALL SPRING BREAK
walking distance to XU Campus.
Naples, Maine .. Noted for picturlocations. Cancun, Jamaica, from
Thr.ee (3) apartments 4 BR each .
esque location, exceptional
$399, Florida, from $89, Texas,
apartment. All utilities furnished,
facilities, and outstanding proMazatlan, Bahamas. Register
equipped kitchen, off street
grams. June 22 - Aug. 23. Over
your group or be our Campus Rep.
parking, and washers/dryers.
100 .counselor positions in tennis,
800-327-6013
Call 242-1567
. baseball, basketball, soccer,
www.icpt.com
lacrosse, golf, street hockey, roller
HOUSE FORRENT
hocky; swimming, sailing, canoe- ·
XAVIER STUDENTS OFF-CAMPUS
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
ing, waterskiing, scuba, archery,
HOUSING/DORMATORY 1998
references. 1517 Dana Ave.
riflery, weight training, journalism,
1) One to five individually private
$900/month .. Call 738-3343
photography, video, woodworking,..
·rooms "dormatory-style."
ceramics, crafts, fine arts, nature
2) Rooms are for one or two semes
study, radio & electronics, dramat~
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK!
ters; which are occupied by Xavier
ics, piano accompianist, rnusic
Panama City! Room with Kitchen
students; consequently, will be
instrumentalist/band director,
$1291 Florida's new hotspot- South Beach
available for viewing January and
· backpacking, rockclimbing,
· $1291 Bars open until 5a.m.I Cocoa
February of 1998.
whitewater canoeing, ropes .course
Beach - Hilton $1791
3) Kitchen·and dining area acces
instructor, general (IJ\'./youngest
springbreaktravel.com
sible; with the use of refrigerator
boys), secretarial, kitchen staff..
1-800-678-6386
and sto11e.
Call Mike Sherb_un aM ~800-2504) All utilities furnished; including heat
. FEMALE STUDENTS NEEDED
8252 for further details and/or fax
and air-conditioning;
as hair models for Hyde Park resume to 513~697-0711,
5) Each student responsible for their
salon,-Phyllis at the Madison. Models
own telephone and cable
needed for free highlighting and
SPRING BREAK
conn.~ctions. ·
haircuts. Please call for more
BAHAMAS PARTY
Cal.1513-221-6140
information. 321-1300. . ·
CRIJISE!·
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
6 days $279! Includes
FOR RENT
Earn $500 - $1,000 weekly
Meals, Parties·& Taxes. Great
Studio Apartment in
stuffing envelopes. For details Beaches & Nightlife. Leaves from ·
Norwood Approximately 3/4-111ile
RUSH $1 with SASE to: GROUP
·South Florida!
from campus. $300-5, 6547 N Academy. Blvd. Dept. N,
springbreaktravel.com
Call 632-0335:
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80918.
1-8007678~6386

:
1

··

CJassiCieds· arc $.75 per w~rd with a $5.00
n:1.ininCJurrL To place~ ch_tssii-=-icd, cail the
advcrti~i ng dcpartrr1ent at 1745-3561 _
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GET MONEY FROM YOUR· UNCLE INSTEAD•.
Your Uncle Sam. Every
fees .. They even pay a flat rate
year Army ROTC awards
for textbooks and supplies.
scholarships to hundreds of
You can also receive an allow_.
talented students. If you
anceofupto$1500eachschool
qualify, these merit-based a:gADERSH11> · year the scholarship is in
scholarships can help you .
. ~ effect. Find out. today ·if
pay tuition and educational
.y9u qualify.

'·

·. .ARMY ROTC··
THE SMARTEST- COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit St. Barbcrra Hall or cqll

745-1062

.Jl_!forn1.a[ 'River6 ..t 'lJ{n·ner & 'Dt1rice 1vitfi Casirzo & 1J1rizes!

f'r1dag

f'~oruary

I.·

.6, 1993·
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c$20 p{lr tick{lt (pr{l-a;al{l only)
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TiekfltS go on salfl Jan. 26 at noon in thfl ~'(IC offiefl..
TiekfltS arfl limitfld to thfl first 200 pfloplfl.
Only 2 tickfltS m_ay bfl purehasfld by l individual with a valid XaViflr }·®·
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Buses will leave at the bottom oflhc Residential Mall at 6:00pm sharp.
. Non~Alcoholic and Akol1olic drinks will be available.
··
Those who appear intoKicatcd will not hoarcLthe b~ml and there will be no refund.· .

:.·

Sponsored by SAC and Weekenders
:r
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